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Introduce the ultimate solution for your document management needs â€“ our documents scanner & pdf-editor platform. 
Streamline your document management with our powerful Document Pdf-editor & Documents scanner, effortlessly scan and organize your documents, then edit and enhance them with the versatile pdf-editor, all in one solution app. This feature-rich app seamlessly combines the power of document scanning and PDF reading, offering a comprehensive suite of tools to digitize, organize, and interact with your documents in a convenient and efficient manner.

KEY FEATURE OF Pdf-editor & Documents scanner :

1. Document Scanning:
Effortlessly scan all  physical documents by document scanner receipts, or notes into digital format with the app's advanced scanning functionality. Capture high-quality images and ensure optimal clarity for accurate digitization.

2. PDF Editing Tools:
Enjoy a comprehensive suite of editing tools to modify, annotate, and personalize your pdf-editor. Add text, highlight important sections, insert images, and draw shapes to tailor your documents to your specific needs with document reader.

3. Easy Sharing Options:
Share doc via email, messaging apps, or direct export to other applications. This simplifies the process of distributing the modified dacuments to colleagues or stakeholders.

4. Multi-Format Support:
Besides PDFs, our app supports various document formats, allowing you to scan and edit files in formats like JPEG or PNG. This versatility ensures compatibility with a wide range of document types.

5. Image to Text Translate
"Image Translate to Text" feature in a PDF reader app leverages OCR technology to make textual information within images accessible, editable, and translatable. This enhances the overall usability of documents and facilitates communication across language barriers.
 
6. Instant Save:
With a single click, users can instantly save their current edits and modifications made to the PDF document. This ensures that any changes, annotations, or additions are promptly preserved without the need for manual save actions.

7. User-Friendly Interface:
Navigate through the app with ease using an intuitive and user-friendly interface. Whether you're a seasoned professional or a casual user, our app is designed to provide a hassle-free experience.

Why Choose Our documents scanner & pdf-editor App:

Our Pdf-editor & Documents scanner tool is more than just a tool for modifying documents; it's a comprehensive solution that adapts to your evolving document management needs. Whether you're a student, professional, or anyone in need of efficient document editing, our app is crafted to elevate your experience. Experience the future of document modification â€“ download our PDF Editor app today and revolutionize the way you interact with your digital documents.

Our  Pdf-editor & Documents scanner app is more than just a tool; it's a comprehensive solution crafted to adapt to your evolving document management needs. Revolutionize the way you interact with digital documents.
a professional managing paperwork, or anyone seeking an efficient and integrated solution for document management, our app is your comprehensive tool. Experience the convenience of a unified document experience â€“ download our app today and revolutionize the way you handle all documents.
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.This app may share these data types with third partiesApp activity, App info and performance, and Device or other IDs


No data collectedLearn more about how developers declare collection


Data is encrypted in transit

Data canâ€™t be deleted


See details
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September 26, 2022
Does good job! I was under the impression it would take a handwritten page and turn it into a JEPG, a PDF or other printed text but it just makes copies of your page without formatting. So, it's not something I can use because I already have a text scanner. Still, it has lots of format styles and options! 4 stars only because the ad for this app didn't do what it said it does. The author should look into how this app was presented. It shows scanning handwriting & like magic turns into text!
48 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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August 25, 2023
the download was smooth with no glitches. It is easy to use, and interphase with other apps is seamless. I like it.
6 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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October 12, 2021
This App is so amazingðŸ˜‰. I use it several a months. The auto detect for documentsðŸ“–,built in OCR works perfectly and also easily createðŸ“� and shareðŸ“¤ðŸ“§with another platform.
172 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No








See all reviews




What's new


Thanks for staying with us! The new version offers:
- Improve Performance.
- Bug Fixes
We love getting feedback from all of you! Please leave your feedback.
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GPS Area Measurements
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Split Screen- Dual Window
Vasundhara Infotech LLP
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Math Scanner - Math Solutions
Vasundhara Infotech LLP
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Signature Maker to My Name
Vasundhara Infotech LLP
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Screen On/Off With Double Tap
Vasundhara Infotech LLP
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Speaker Cleaner - Remove Water
Vasundhara Infotech LLP
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Web to PDF Converter PRO
Oleg Sheremet Software Solutions
4.3star
$1.99




PDF viewer lite
AVR-Apps
4.6star





Genius Scan Enterprise
The Grizzly Labs
4.8star
$24.99




PDF Reader - View PDF Files
PDF Viewer for Android
4.2star





All Document Reader : Docx PDF
Yantroga
4.2star





Image To PDF : Convert To PDF
Krystal Techno Apps
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